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The scope of the present study is the response of a series of antiferroelectric dimeric or bi-
mesogenic siloxanes to an applied electric field with focus on their pretransitional behaviour
and the field-induced antiferro–ferroelectric (AF–F) transition. Most of these compounds
possess a molecular tilt close to 45u and spontaneous polarization in the field-induced
ferroelectric (F) phase in the range of 250–300 nC cm22. In the dimers with a spacer length
exceeding five carbons, a transformation from first to second order of the field-induced AF–F
transition is found with temperature. Several different indications for this transformation are
identified and their characteristics are discussed in the framework of the existing theoretical
models. A large field-induced in-plane deviation of the sample optic axis was observed in the
pretransitional region of several of the siloxane dimers and is likely due to the flexibility of the
linking chains. The potential of the antiferroelectric bimesogenic siloxanes for displaying high
contrast images and grey scale capability is shortly discussed. The large molecular tilt close to
45u in combination with the field-induced AF–F transition of second order seems to be the
most attractive features of these materials.

1. Introduction

The molecules of smectic liquid crystals are arranged

into layers, i.e. they have a positional order, forming

two-dimensional liquids. In addition to the positional

order, the molecules of tilted smectics are oriented at a

fixed angle h (tilt angle) with respect to the layer

normal. If the constituent molecules of the tilted

smectics are chiral and the molecular tilt in each smectic

layer has the same sign, i.e. the molecules possess

synclinic order, each smectic layer exhibits a sponta-

neous polarization Ps directed perpendicular to the

molecular tilt plane that includes the smectic layer

normal and the long molecular axis. The chiral tilted

smectic liquid crystals with synclinic molecular order

form the class of ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs).

Antiferroelectric liquid crystals (AFLCs) belong to the

general class of tilted chiral smectic liquid crystals in

which the molecular tilt angle in the adjacent smectic

layers has opposite sign, i.e. they possess anticlinic

order. In the AFLC, the c-director (the projection of the

long molecular axis onto the smectic layer plane) of

adjacent layers is almost antiparallel. As a result of the

anticlinic molecular order, the Ps vectors in the adjacent

smectic layers of the AFLCs are nearly antiparallel.

Hence, the AFLCs do not exhibit a spontaneous
polarization due to the anticlinic molecular order. An

external electric field of certain strength applied along

the smectic layers of the AFLC, however, may align the

Ps of each smectic layer along the electric field and,

hence, induce an F state. This field-induced F state was

first reported by Chandani et al. [1, 2] and soon became

of great scientific and technological interest. The field-

induced AF–F transition can be of first or second order
depending on the height of the energy barrier between

AF and F states [3]. A very specific feature of the field-

induced AF–F transition of first order is the generation

of quasi-one-dimensional finger-like solitary waves

propagating along the smectic layers analogous to the

solitary waves observed in short pitch FLCs [4]. The

first-order AF–F transition is preceded by a more or

less pronounced pretransitional effect broadly discussed
in the literature [3, 5–8]. In this article we report

investigations on the field-induced AF–F transition and

the pretransional behaviour of a series of bimesogenic

siloxanes. Some of these compounds possessed a broad

temperature AF phase and/or large molecular tilt close

to 45u. One of the compounds, di(4PPB6)3Si, with

medium length chains connecting the mesogens in

dimers were found at low temperature to exhibit a*Corresponding author. Email: komitov@fy.chalmers.se
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field-induced AF–F transition of second order; the

compound with the longest chain showed similar

tendencies but crystallized before the transformation of

the AF–F transition from first to second order was

completed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The synthesis of the dimeric siloxane liquid crystals

studied in this work has been described in detail in

another paper [9]. The general structure of these

materials is shown together with their phase sequences

in table 1. The designation of these materials in the

present work is di(4PPBm)3Si, where m is the number of

C-atoms in the chain connecting the siloxane group with

the mesogens. As is shown in the table, they all exhibit

an antiferroelectric phase which for some of the

compounds exists over a broad temperature interval.

It should be pointed out that none of the monomers

corresponding to these dimers shows an AF phase.

2.2. Characterization

Optical and electro-optical characterization of the

bimesogenic siloxane materials was performed in a set-

up consisting of a polarizing microscope with camera,

photodetector and function generator with amplifier

and oscilloscope. The polarizing microscope was

equipped with a Mettler FP52 hot stage and FP5

control unit ensuring temperature accuracy within

¡0.1uC. A Diamant bridge was used to measure the

spontaneous polarization [10].

2.3. Sample preparation

Electro-optical studies were carried out on commer-

cially available sandwich cells for evaluation of liquid

crystals (purchased from E.H.C. Co. Ltd, Japan). The

alignment layer in these cells favoured bookshelf

alignment (with smectic layers lying perpendicular to

the cell substrates) of the liquid crystal material filling

the cell. Cells with gap of 2 or 4 mm were filled with the

liquid crystal material in the isotropic phase by capillary

forces. The uniformity of the bookshelf alignment was

substantially improved by switching the sample in the F

state for some time at high temperatures. In some cases,

cells with bookshelf texture possessing a random in-

plane preferred direction of alignment were used in our

evaluation. Such samples possessed alignment with a

polydomain texture that consisted of circular and/or

focal-conic domains.

3. Theoretical background

The behaviour of bi-mesogenic siloxanes under an

applied electric field was studied. The experimental

results obtained are discussed in the frame of existing

theoretical models presented in brief below. In general,

in AFLCs, a helical molecular order is imposed on the

anticlinic order. For the sake of simplicity, such a helical

order will be excluded from further discussion. In fact,

the helix of an AFLC can be suppressed effectively by

the liquid crystal interactions with the surface of the

confining substrates in the same manner as in the case

of an unwound FLC. The free energy of an unwound

AFLC layer with thickness d, according to the geometry

Table 1. The general structure of the bimesogenic siloxanes, di(4PPBm)3Si, studied in this work and their phase sequences.
Di(4PPB3)3Si and di(4PPB4)3Si possess only a monotropic AF phase, therefore their transition temperatures are given on cooling.

Compound Treatment m Transition temperatures/uC

di(4PPB3)3Si heating 3 Cr 79 I
di(4PPB3)3Si cooling 3 X 33 SmCA 59 I
di(4PPB4)3Si cooling 4 X,25 SmCA 68 I
di(4PPB5)3Si heating 5 X 76 SmCA 91 I
di(4PPB6)3Si heating 6 X 17 SmCA 90 SmC* 96 I
di(4PPB11)3Si heating 11 X 30 SmCA 108 SmA* 122 I
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of the model AFLC given in figure 1, reads [3]:

F~d
X

i

ð
fi dx dy

where fi is the free energy of the ith smectic layer given

by:

fi~
1

2
K sin2 h

LQi

Lx

� �2

z
LQi

Ly

� �2
" #

{Po E cos Qi

zU cos Qiz1{Qi

� �
{

J

2
cos 2 Qiz1{Qi

� �� �
ð1Þ

where h is the molecular tilt; Qi is the azimuthal angle

that the projection of the director n in the i-layer onto

the XY-plane makes with the Y-axis; Po is the

polarization within the i-layer lying perpendicular to

the molecular tilt plane. K is an average elastic constant,

U represents the coupling coefficient that favours the

AF ordering, while J represents the energy barrier

between AF and F ordering, i.e. between anticlinic and

synclinic ordering. In an undistorted AF state the

azimuthal angles in two adjacent layers obey the

condition DQ5Qi+12Qi5p. The third and fourth terms

in equation (1) represent the dipolar and quadrupolar

interlayer interactions, respectively. These interactions

are still not well understood; they are considered to be a

combination of steric and electrostatic forces. The

character of the interlayer interactions determines

whether the molecules will adopt synclinic or anticlinic

order. It should be noted here that, in our case, the

siloxane group bridging two symmetric mesogenic parts

of the molecules in a dimeric structure resulted in an

anticlinic order of the mesogens, i.e. the so-called

conformational antiferroelectricity [11].

For a sufficiently high energy barrier J, the field-

induced AF–F transition is of first order, manifested by

generation and propagation of quasi-one-dimensional

finger-like solitary waves along the smectic layers [4],

while a low energy barrier J will result in a second order

AF–F transition with an almost continuous transition

from AF to F ordering, i.e. a thresholdless AF–F

transition. In figure 2, a sequence of photomicrographs

illustrates typical textural changes due to the field-

induced AF–F transition found in most of the dimeric

siloxanes studied in this work.

In a simplified model [4] in which J is neglected, the

field strength at which the AF–F transition takes place

is given by:

EAF{F
th ~

2U

Ps
ð2Þ

where Ps is the spontaneous polarization of the field–

induced F state. As seen, in this model, EAF{F
th is

independent of cell thickness. After the applied electric

field is switched off, the AF state emerges from the F

state. The relaxation time tr of the AF state is an

important characteristic of the switching process in

AFLCs. tr51/nr, where nr is the velocity of retreating

fingers of the recovering AF state [4]:

nr~
2

c
2UK sin2 h
� �1=2

!
U1=2

cn

ð3Þ

where c is the rotational viscosity. Then, from

equation (3) it follows that tr51/nr,cn/U1/2, where

cn
25c2/K (normalized viscosity).

Several authors [3, 5–8] have extensively discussed the

switching behaviour of AFLCs at field strength below

EAF{F
th . In the applied field strength scale two major

processes take place at EvEAF{F
th : helix unwinding and

Fréedericks transition.

3.1. Helix unwinding

For typical AFLCs, the director is arranged in a double

helix, one for the even-numbered and another for the

odd-numbered smectic layers, both having equal

pitches. It was demonstrated in the resonant X-ray

diffraction measurements of Mach et al. [12] that in

AFLCs, the c-directors in the adjacent smectic layers,

due to the chirality, are not exactly antiparallel to each

other, i.e. (Qi+12Qi)?p. As a consequence, the vectors of

Ps of the adjacent layers are also not antiparallel. This

results in a non-zero local polarization, so called

residual polarization [13]. In the absence of an applied

electric field and surface stabilization, this polarization

naturally spirals and is thus totally compensated in the

AFLC material. An electric field applied perpendicular

Figure 1. Geometry of the theoretical model of an AFLC. Qi

is the azimuthal angle that the projection of the director n in
the i-layer onto the XY-plane makes with the Y-axis. In field-
free conditions the azimuthal angles in two adjacent layers
obey the condition Qi+12Qi5p.

Siloxane liquid crystal dimers 1127
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(a) (b)

(c) (d )

Figure 2. Photomicrographs of a non-uniformly aligned cell filled with di(4PPB5)3Si, (a) in the HAF state at E50, (b) in the
pretransitional region, (c) at the field-induced AF–F transition with the F state, the region at the bottom of the picture in red/pink,
(d) in the field-induced F state.
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to the smectic layer normal will couple to this residual

polarization and, as a consequence, the helical mole-

cular order will, with increasing field strength, be first

distorted and then completely unwound. The helix

distortion in this case would occur with a periodicity

equal to that of the residual polarization which is

one-pitch. This, however, is in contradiction with the

recently presented simple model for field-driven helix

unwinding in an AFLC [14], in which the applied

electric field causes a perturbation in the anticlinic

order that induces a polarization along the local

direction of the c-directors. The field-induced polariza-

tion Pind then interacts with the applied electric field

resulting in helix distortion with wavelength of half of a

pitch in accordance with anticlinic symmetry of the

AFLC.

The molecular helical order in AFLCs may be

suppressed by interactions with the confining solid

surfaces as mentioned above. Such a surface stabiliza-

tion with strong planar anchoring will result in a

horizontal AF state (HAF) with the directors lying in

the plane parallel to the confining substrates, as

shown in figure 3. The obtained textures in most

of our samples were recognized as being of the HAF

type.

3.2. Fréedericks transition

As mentioned before, the applied electric field distorts

the anticlinic molecular order in AFLCs. Qian and

Taylor [3] pointed out that instead of a continuous

variation of the director orientation with the field, a

sharp transition, similar to the Fréedericks transition in

nematics, takes place in the case of the HAF state at
EFréed

th (Fréedericks threshold field). For EvEFréed
th the

director orientation profile is not disturbed, i.e. DQ5p.

However, on increasing the field strength above EFréed
th ,

the molecules in adjacent layers undergo an unequal

rotation resulting in a deviation from the perfect

anticlinic order. Such a deviation is represented by

a5K(p–DQ) and gives rise to a local polarization Pind.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of an AFLC in a conventional sandwich cell aligned in: (a) and (b) horizontal AF (HAF)
texure, before applying an electric field directed along the X-axis, (c) vertical AF (VAF) texture, after the Fréedericks transition
under an applied electric field (note that the figure is a simplified picture of the AF molecular order, as there is no positional order).
The transition from HAF to VAF state results in changed birefringence of the sample, DnHAF,DnVAF. (d) When the
antiferroelectric order is distorted, i.e. DQ5Qi+12Qi?p, a field-induced in-plane deviation (tilt) happ of the sample optic axis takes
place; a and b represent, respectively, the degree of deviation from the AF order and the rotation of the position of the AF pair with
respect to that in the HAF state, respectively.
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In figure 4 are presented schematically undistorted

(E50) and distorted (EwEFréed
th ) HAF states at different

field polarity. The field-induced polarization Pind is

oriented along the average c-director of the distorted

anticlinic pair. The applied electric field will tend to

orient Pind along the field, thus rotating the average c-

director of the distorted anticlinic pair until it aligns

along the field, resulting thus in a transformation of the

HAF state to the vertical AF (VAF) state, the so-called

Fréedericks transition that resembles the one in nematics

[3]. It should be noted that the compounds studied in

this work exhibited a high Ps. Therefore, a very small

disturbance of the anticlinic order in these compounds,

and thus of the condition for conciliation of Ps in the

AFLC state, will lead to a field-induced polarization

Pind of substantial magnitude.

The Fréedericks transition in AFLCs, according to

[3], is characterized by a threshold voltage Vth52p (UK/

Ps
2)1/2 which is thickness independent. This transition

begins by an abrupt jump in the anticlinic order a
followed by a continuous rotation of the anticlinic pair

characterized by b, as shown in figure 4. A character-

istic feature of the Fréedericks transition in AFLCs is

that the perturbation of the anticlinic order a remains

very small (a%b) whereas the rotation angle of the

anticlinic pair, given by b, towards the direction of the

applied electric field tends to p/2 with increasing field

strength. A Fréedericks transition, i.e. the transforma-

tion from HAF to VAF state, will result in changes in

the birefringence of the sample as well as in the tilt of

the sample optic axis that will affect the intensity of

transmitted light through the sample. As seen in

figures 3 and 4, as the distortion of the anticlinic order

a increases, the in-plane induced deviation happ of the

sample optic axis increases.

The optical transmission I of a sample inserted

between crossed polarizers is expressed by:

I~Io sin2 2Yzhapp

� �
sin2 pdDn

l

� �
ð4Þ

where I0 is the light intensity through the sample when

the polarizers are parallel and happ is the angle between

the sample optic axis and the polarizer. Dn is the optical

anisotropy of the sample and d is the cell gap thickness;

l is the wavelength of the incoming light. The optical

properties of AFLCs are described by Elston et al. [15,

16] and de Meyere et al. [17]. During the switching from

HAF to VAF state (Fréedericks transition) the birefrin-

gence of the sample changes from DnHAF5(nz2ny) to

DnVAF5(nz2nx), where nx, ny and nz are given by [15]:

nx~no

ny~ n2
o cos2 hzn2

e sin2 h
� �1

2

nz~ n2
o sin2 hzn2

e cos2 h
� �1

2

ð5Þ

where no and ne are the ordinary and extraordinary

refractive indices, respectively. Since for h(45u,
nz>ny.nx, thus DnHAF,DnVAF. This results in changes

in the colour appearance of the sample. Moreover, due

to the distortion of the anticlinic order, characterized by

a in figure 3, there will be a field-induced deviation of

the sample optic axis that previously, as argued in [15],

was ascribed incorrectly to the electroclinic effect.

In figure 3 the field-induced in-plane deviation happ of

the optic axis in AFLCs due to distortion of the

anticlinic order is schematically presented. As seen,

the larger a is (i.e. the larger the degree of distortion of

the anticlinic order), the larger is the field-induced in-

plane deviation happ of the sample optic axis. As we

shall see, the perturbation of the anticlinic order a in

some of our compounds is quite substantial, resulting in

a significant field-induced in-plane deviation of the

sample optic axis.

4. Results and discussion

Molecular tilt h and Ps are important material para-

meters of FLCs and AFLCs. In many studies, however,

the apparent optical tilt angle happ is used instead of h.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the Fréedericks transi-
tion in an AFLC at different polarities of the applied electric
field E > EFreeed

th . An electric field applied along the smectic
layers of the HAF state, i.e. along the X-axis, distorts the
perfect antiferroelectric order a50 [a 5 1/2 (p2DQ), where
DQ5Qi+12QI?p]. In the distorted HAF state there is a field-
induced polarization Pind oriented along the average c-director
of the deformed anticlinic pair. The applied field orients Pind

along the field, thus the distorted HAF state transforms into a
VAF state.
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Even though happ differs somewhat from h defined by

X-ray studies, the happ is a convenient parameter to

study since it can easily be measured from the electro-

optical response of the F phase. It is also a

useful parameter for characterizing the electro-optical

properties of AFLCs where the tilt direction alters its

sign in adjacent layers. In the case of an AFLC, the

molecular tilt h could be considered, with a reasonable

approximation, to be equal to the saturated value of

happ measured in the field-induced F state [18]. In this

study happ was measured as a half of the saturated

switching cone angle in the field-induced F state that

was found by rotating the sample between crossed

polarizers and detecting the position of two consecutive

minima in the transmitted light intensity. happ describes

also, as we shall see, the field dependent tilt direction of

the sample optic axis in the pretransitional region of the

AF state. The temperature dependence of happ of the

dimeric siloxanes is shown in figure 5 (a). As can be

seen, the compounds studied in this work exhibit a large

happ whose saturated values in the field-induced F state

are within the range of 36u–45u. Compared with its

corresponding monomer, happ of the dimer is larger and

less temperature-dependent. This is illustrated in

figure 5 (b) for di(4PPB11)3Si. The di(4PPB3)3Si and

di(4PPB4)3Si compounds showed the largest value of

happ, 45u, or very near to this value. In di(4PPB5)3Si and

di(4PPB6)3Si happ was measured close to 45u over a

broad temperature range with weak temperature

dependence. Except for di(4PPB11)3Si, all the com-

pounds, when aligned in HAF texture with smectic

layers perpendicular to the confining substrates and

with tilt plane parallel to the substrates, exhibited field-

free black state with very low in-plane birefringence

(Dn<0) corresponding to a state with almost isotropic

optical properties [18]. The large value of happ makes

these materials very attractive for applications in

displays and photonic devices.

The Ps of the field-induced F state is the other

important material parameter of AFLCs. Except for

di(4PPB3)3Si the dimers showed large Ps values which

at low temperatures were in the range 250–300 nC cm22,

as shown in figure 6. As can be seen, the Ps of these

materials exhibited a peculiar linear temperature depen-

dence, which is quite rare among FLCs. Figure 6 also

shows that the Ps of the dimers is lower than that of

their corresponding monomer. The Ps of di(4PPB3)3Si

could not be measured properly since the electric field

induced a more ordered phase in the material during the

measurements.

An AF–F transition has been found to take place in

the compounds under study when the applied electric

field E exceeded a certain threshold value EAF{F
th

specific for each compound. In figure 7 the temperature

Figure 5. (a) Apparent tilt angles (deg.) of the siloxanes
dimers di(4PPBm)3Si as a function of temperature: m53 (¤);
m54 (%); m55 (6); m56 (m); m511 (D). (b) Apparent tilt
angles of the dimer with m511 (D) compared with the
corresponding monomer (¤).

Figure 6. Polarization in the field-induced F state measured
as a function of temperature for the siloxane dimers
di(4PPBm)3Si with m55, 6 and 11 carbons in the bridging
chains, compared with the 11-monomer without siloxane:
m54 (%); m55 (6); m56 (m); m511 (D); 11-monomer (¤).
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dependence of EAF{F
th is plotted for the (4PPBm)3Si

with m54, 5, 6 and 11. Initially the value of EAF{F
th for

the di(4PPB4)3Si and di(4PPB11)3Si compounds

increased rapidly with decreasing temperature before

achieving a saturation, whereas EAF{F
th of di(4PPB5)3Si

showed the reverse behaviour, i.e. decreased continu-

ously on cooling. The temperature dependence of

di(4PPB6)3Si showed an S-shaped form, with an

inflection point at the temperature Ttr<60uC. As will

be shown later, Ttr is the temperature at which the field-

induced AF–F transition for this compound on cooling

started a transformation from first order to a contin-

uous transition (i.e. of second order) over a 15uC
temperature range down to about 45uC.

The AF coupling coefficient U of the dimeric

siloxanes was derived from equation (2) and is plotted

in figure 8 as a function of temperature. The coefficient

U has the highest value for di(4PPB5)3Si, which also in

contrast to the other dimers shows saturation of U with

decreasing temperature. However, for di(4PPB4)3Si and

di(4PPB11)3Si much lower values were found, which

increased continuously on lowering the temperature.

The temperature dependence of U found for

di(4PPB6)3Si, however, was found to be quite different

from at of the other siloxane dimers. It showed two

distinct rates of increase of U on lowering the

temperature. The change in rate, as seen in figure 8,

took place at the same temperature Ttr mentioned

above.

The behaviour of the field-induced AF–F transition

observed in di(4PPB6)3Si is of particular interest. In

figure 9 the appearance of this AF–F transition at

different temperatures is depicted in a photomicrograph

sequence. At temperatures higher than Ttr<60uC, the

field-induced transition from AF to F is sharp, mani-

fested by the propagation of quasi-one-dimensional

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the Fréedericks
threshold field EAF{F

th for the siloxane dimers di(4PPBm)3Si:
m54 (%); m55 (6); m56 (m); m511 (D).

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the AF coupling
coefficient U of the siloxane dimers di(4PPBm)3Si: m54
(%); m55 (6); m56 (m); m511 (D).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. Field-induced AF–F transition of the siloxane dimer di(4PPB6)3Si at (a) 80uC, (b) 50uC and (c) 40uC.
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finger-like solitary waves along the smectic layers. As

mentioned, the generation and propagation of finger

like solitary waves indicates a field-induced AF–F

transition of first order. On approaching the tempera-

ture Ttr, however, the AF–F transition gradually

changed its character: the fingers of synclinic (F) order,

invading the regions with anticlinic (AF) order, became

increasingly less pronounced and smaller. On decreasing

the temperature below Ttr, the F state started to emerge

in the AF state in the form of a set of domains, whose

size continuously grew with the applied electric field.

The AF–F transition in these domains occurred in the

form of propagating solitary waves with less distinct

edges than is usually the case. The field-induced tilt of

the sample optic axis in the pretransitional region of the

AF state, and thus the birefringence, increased with

decreasing temperature which means that the actual

AF–F transition also became increasingly less pro-

nounced. This process was also accompanied by a

continuous increase of nucleation points for the AF–F

transition. Hence, the character of the field-induced

AF–F transition continuously changed from first to

second order on lowering the temperature. At tempera-

tures below T<45uC, the AF–F transition in

di(4PPB6)3Si was found to be continuous. This

behaviour is illustrated in figures 9 (b) and 9 (c). The

transformation of the AF–F transition from first to

second order in di(4PPB6)3Si, as found experimentally

in this work, was completed in a temperature interval of

about 15uC.

Another way to investigate the field-induced AF–F

transition is to study the hysteresis of the transition. It

was mentioned already that whether the field-induced

AF–F transition will be of first or second order depends

on the relative height of the free energy barrier, J,

separating the F and AF states. According to [3, 19]

for a small energy barrier J, the field-induced AF–F

transition becomes second order, i.e. the anticlinic

molecular order transforms continuously into synclinic

when the field strength is increased. The first order AF–

F transition becomes second order at J5U/10 [3]. Parry-

Jones and Elston [19] demonstrated that at J5U/20 the

electro-optic response due to the field-induced AF–F

transition has a ‘V-shaped’ form indicating continuous

change from AF to F state, a kind of switching that may

be related to a thresholdless AF–F transition. On the

other hand, when J5U/5, the electro-optic response

exhibits a distinct hysteresis characteristic for first order

AF–F transitions. The AF–F transition takes place at

EAF{F
th whereas the field-induced F state relaxes to the

Figure 10. Electro-optic response of the siloxane dimer di(4PPB6)3Si at (a) 75uC, (b) 65uC, (c) 55uC and (d) 45uC. The oscilloscope
pictures have been digitally enhanced to facilitate reading. The Y-axes represent the optical intensity in arbitrary units and the X-
axis the field, each scale bar representing 5 V.
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field-free AF state at EF{AF
th . The fact that

EAF{F
th wEF{AF

th indicates a presence of hysteresis.

Figure 10 shows a series of electro-optic response curves

for di(4PPB6)3Si at different temperatures. The

response for temperatures above Ttr exhibits a distinct

hysteresis; hence, the field-induced AF–F transition in

this temperature range should be considered as of first

order. It can be seen that on approaching Ttr from

above, the difference between EAF{F
th and EF{AF

th

gradually decreases, and below T545uC becomes very

close to zero, indicating that the AF–F transition is now

of second order. The electro-optic response curve in the

temperature region below Ttr adopted mixed U/V shape

that at T545uC resembles very much that seen in

the case of thresholdless antiferroelectricity. Hence,

depending on temperature, the field-induced AF–F

transition in di(4PPB6)3Si is either of first or second

order. As seen in figure 8, such a change in the

character of the AF–F transition coincides with the

rapid increase of U with decreasing temperature below

Ttr and thus with a probable decrease of the ratio J/U.

This in turn results in a change in the character of the

field-induced AF–F transition from first to second

order. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first

example of transformation of the order of this transi-

tion with temperature.

Diminishing the difference between EAF{F
th and

EF{AF
th on lowering the temperature was also found in

di(4PPB11)3Si. However, before this difference became

zero, i.e. before the field-induced AF–F transition

changed its character fully from first to second order,

the material crystallized. All the other compounds, the

dimers with m53, 4 or 5, exhibited only a first order

field-induced AF–F transition, manifested by a distinct

electro-optic hysteresis loop as well as by the generation

and propagation of finger-like solitary waves.

Another peculiarity in the behaviour of di(4PPB6)3Si

that could be regarded as a strong indication for the

transformation of the field-induced AF–F transition

from first to second order, is the sharp change in the

relaxation time of the AF state from the field-induced F

state. The decay time td of the electro-optic response

due to the AF–F transition was used as a measure of tr

for the substances studied in this work, i.e. td,tr.

Figure 11 shows the temperature dependence of the

relaxation times tr of the cells containing di(4PPBm)3Si

with m54, 5, 6 and 11. An electric field with a unipolar

square wave of period 10 Hz was applied to the cell.

The temperature behaviour of c was evaluated from the

temperature dependence of the switching time in the

field-induced F state given by tSmC5c/PE. It is reason-

able to assume that the elastic constant K equation (3),

undergoes no drastic change at the peculiar temperature

Ttr. As seen from figure 11, tr found in the compound

with m56, unlike the other compounds in the

present study, decreased sharply on approaching the
temperature Ttr from above. However, no substantial

changes of tSmC*, and thus of c, were found to take

place in a wide temperature region centred at Ttr, in this

compound. On the other hand, as mentioned above, the

slope of the temperature dependence of U increased at

Ttr on lowering the temperature. Such a change of slope

was attributed to the transformation of the AF–F

transition from first to second order. However, the
temperature behaviour of U could not explain such a

sharp reduction of tr found in di(4PPB6)3Si. There

must be another reason.

As already mentioned, when decreasing the tempera-

ture below Ttr, the field-induced AF–F transition no

longer occurs in the form of continuously propagating

finger-like solitary waves. The transition texture just

below Ttr, i.e. in the transient region where the
transformation of the AF–F transition from first to

second order is incomplete, appeared in the form of a

domain-like pattern. The same is valid for the F–AF

transition. As a consequence of that, the retreating

fingers of the AF state in the domain-like pattern have a

much smaller distance to cover (equal to the size of the

domain), compared with the F–AF transition at

temperatures higher than Ttr, and hence the tr time will
be much shorter. Consequently, the sharp reduction of

tr on lowering the temperature could also be considered

as an indication of the transformation of the AF–F

transition from first to second order. Most important,

the detected short tr at temperatures below Tr indicates

a substantial reduction of J which, as mentioned above,

is the reason for hysteresis-free electro-optic response at

these temperatures.

Figure 11. Relaxation times of the AF state from the field-
induced F state for siloxane dimers di(4PPBm)3Si: m54 (%);
m55 (6); m56 (m); m511 (D).
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AFLC compounds with tilt approaching 45u are

considered to be very attractive for achieving a high

quality field-free dark state and thus high contrast

AFLC displays [17, 18, 20]. It should be noted that the

long relaxation time tr of the transition from field-

induced F state to field-free AF state of AFLC

compounds with first order field-induced AF–F transi-

tion, is probably one of the main obstacles for utilizing

AFLC compounds with a molecular tilt of 45u in

displays. As was found in this study, as well as in

previous studies, such compounds exhibit the coexis-

tence of AF and F states, which considerably diminishes

the contrast of the AFLCDs [21, 22] and renders these

compounds inappropriate for display applications.

Hence, the high molecular tilt of the AFLC of about

45u is a necessary but insufficient condition for

obtaining high performance AFLCDs. As this study

showed, AFLCs with tilt angle approaching 45u could

be appropriate for use in LCDs if the field-induced AF–

F transition is thresholdless, i.e. of second order [19],

such as exhibited by di(4PPB6)3Si.

Field-induced changes of both Dn and happ were

found to take place in the compounds studied in this

work. The character of these changes varied from one

substance to another. For instance, in di(4PPB3)3Si it

was found that in the pretransitional region (as seen

from the photomicrographs of a sample containing this

compound presented in figure 12), there is no detectable

field-induced tilt of the optic axis at EvEAF{F
th . Indeed,

on examining the behaviour of the circular domain

marked in figure 12 (b) it can be seen that only the

interference colour of this domain changes when

applying an electric field in the interval 0vE¡EAF{F
th ,

which indicates a field-induced transition from HAF to

VAF state. The position of the black cross in the

domains is not changed by the applied field, indicating

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Photomicrographs of the texture of di(4PPB3)3Si: (a) without field and (b) at the AF–F transition. Note the
birefringence change of the circular domains in the AF state from yellow to purple due to the Fréedeicks transition, i.e. due to the
field-induced transition from HAF to VAF state that takes place with no significant change of the position of the cross. This
indicates that there is no significant change in the position of the sample optical axis during the transition. The green domains are in
the field-induced F state.
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that the position of the sample optic axis remains

almost parallel to the smectic layers normal. Hence,

below the field-induced AF–F transition, the distortion

of the anticlinic order a in this compound must be very

small indeed. In other words, the field-induced AF–F

transition in di(4PPB3)3Si is very sharp, with almost

zero field-induced tilt of the sample optic axis.

The other dimers, however, displayed a quite

different behaviour, di(4PPB5)3Si for instance. The

electro-optic response of this compound at different

field strengths is given in figure 2. Following the

changes in the interference colour of the sample at a

certain temperature, as well as in the position of the

black line on a chosen focal-conic domain (which in fact

represents a part of the cross of a circular domain), it

could be concluded that the changes of both Dn (colour

changes) and happ (field-induced in-plane deviation of

the local optic axis) take place in the sample before a

sharp AF–F transition occurs at this temperature. Such

changes of Dn and of the in-plane position of the optic

axis, i.e. of happ, will affect the transmission character-

istics of the sample, as follows from equation (4). This

can be clearly seen in figure 10, showing the electro-

optic response of di(4PPB6)3Si. In this work, however,

only the field-induced tilt of the optic axis of dimeric

siloxanes in the pretransitional region was investigated.

From the detected pretransitional behaviour of the

siloxane dimers with m54, 5, 6 and 11, we may

conclude that the VAF state (with b5p/2) in these

compounds has strongly distorted AF order, i.e. with

large a.

Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the field dependence of

the field-induced in-plane deviation of the sample

optic axis happ for di(4PPB5)3Si, di(4PPB6)3Si and

di(4PPB11)3Si, respectively, at EvEAF{F
th , i.e. in the

pre-transitional (Fréedericks transition) region; as well

as the apparent tilt happ, at EwEAF{F
th , i.e. in the field-

induced F state, at different temperatures. For these

compounds, in broad temperature regions (except the

temperature region of di(4PPB6)3Si where the field-

induced AF–F transition is of second order), an almost

linear dependence of the induced in-plane deviation happ

of the sample optic axis on the applied electric field was

found. As can be seen in figure 16, the maximum values

of happ are quite similar for di(4PPB5)3Si, di(4PPB6)3Si

(at T.Ttr) and di(4PPB11)3Si, whereas those measured

in di(4PPB4)3Si are much lower. Such large value of

happ in the pre-transitional region of an AFLC such as

that found in di(4PPB5)3Si were reported in [23, 24]. An

estimation made for di(4PPB5)3Si and di(4PPB6)3Si,

exhibiting molecular tilt close to 45u, shows that the

Figure 13. Field-induced tilt of the sample optic axis happ of
di(4PPB5)3Si as a function of temperature: 51uC (¤); 64uC
(6); 70uC (m); 76uC (%); 85uC (D).

Figure 14. Field-induced tilt of the sample optic axis happ of
di(4PPB6)3Si as a function of temperature: 40uC (¤); 50uC
(6); 60uC (m); 70uC (%); 80uC (D).

Figure 15. Field-induced tilt of the sample optic axis happ of
di(4PPB11)3Si as a function of temperature: 30uC (%); 50uC
(¤); 70uC (m); 90uC (D).
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measured field-induced tilt happ of 20u–23u corresponds

to a distortion of the AF order a of about 30u. For

di(4PPB11)3Si a was estimated to be even larger. Hence,

it can be concluded that the flexibility of the chains

bridging the mesogens into a dimeric structure allows a

substantial deformation of the anticlinic molecular

order in these compounds by the applied electric field

without triggering AF–F transition.

The field-induced tilt happ of di(4PPB6)3Si, in the

temperature region where the field-induced AF–F

transition is predominantly of second order, showed a

non-linear dependence on the applied electric field. happ

increased faster and continuously with the field strength

compared with the field-dependence of happ found in

the higher temperature region of this material, where

the field-induced AF–F transition is of first order.

In the case of di(4PPB4)3Si, di(4PPB5)3Si and

di(4PPB11)3Si, as shown in figure 16, the maximum

value of induced tilt happ , as a function of temperature,

general increases with decreasing temperature, and in

the cases of di(4PPB4)3Si and di(4PPB5)3Si, becomes

saturated. Another quite peculiar temperature beha-

viour of happ, was found in di(4PPB6)3Si. On lowering

the temperature below Tr, the temperature at which the

transformation of the field-induced AF–F transition

from first to second order begins, the maximum induced

tilt happ increased abruptly. That might be regarded also

as another indication for the beginning of the transfor-

mation of the field-induced AF–F transition from first

to second order. The reasons for this behaviour,

however, are not clear at present.

5. Conclusions

The bi-mesogenic siloxanes, di(4PPBm)3Si, with a

carbon spacer length m54, 5, 6 and 11, studied in this

work were found to exhibit an AF phase in a broad

temperature interval that, in the case of di(4PPB6)3Si,

also included room temperature. The field-induced F

state of these compounds is characterized by large

saturated apparent tilt happ (in the range 35u–45u) and

high spontaneous polarization Ps (in the range 250–

350 nC cm22). All the compounds, except di(4PPB6)3Si

and di(4PPB11)3Si in its lower temperature range,

exhibited a field-induced AF–F transition of first order,

manifested by the generation of finger-like solitary

waves propagating along the smectic layers. The

behaviour of the dimers with m54, 5, 6 and 11 in the

pre-transitional region, indicated a substantial flexibility

of the chains bridging the mesogens into dimeric

structure, allowing a large distortion of the AF

molecular order by the applied electric field without

triggering AF–F transition. The degree of flexibility

seems to increase with the number m of the dimer. The

peculiar temperature behaviour of di(4PPB6)3Si is of

particular interest. It was found that below a certain

temperature Ttr, the field-induced AF–F transition in

di(4PPB6)3Si was gradually transformed from first to

second order over a temperature range of about 15u.
Several indications for this transformation were found.

Firstly, the field-induced AF–F transition was no longer

manifested by propagation of solitary finger-like waves.

Instead, the field-induced F state emerged in the AF

phase as randomly distributed spots, continuously

growing in size with increasing applied electric field,

with a colour different from that of the surrounding AF

regions. Secondly, over the same temperature range

from Tr to 15uC below Tr, the electro-optic response

curve gradually lost its hysteresis character, thus

indicating a continuous field-induced AF–F transition

which was also seen in the increase of the pre-

transitional tilt, up to the point where a defined field-

induced AF–F transition was no longer distinguishable

and there was only a continuous colour change in the

sample with increasing field strength. Thirdly, the slope

of the temperature dependence of the antiferroelectric

coefficient U increased substantially for temperatures

below Ttr. Fourthly, the relaxation time tr of the AF

state on removal of the applied electric field also

exhibited a sharp reduction on lowering the temperature

below Ttr.

An important finding in this work is that the

relaxation time tr of the AF state from the field-induced

F state is much shorter if the field-induced AF–F

transition is of second order, and that the domains with

second order transition that start to form at Tr seem to

Figure 16. Temperature dependence of the maximum appar-
ent tilt in the pretransitional region of the dimers: m54 (%);
m55 (6); m56 (m); m511 (D). It should be noted that when
approaching a continuous transition and the maximum
pretransitional apparent tilt angle increases, the AF–F
transition becomes less defined and the values measured more
uncertain, so that figure 13–15 give a more complete view of
the behaviour of each compound.
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be the reason for the sudden reduction of the relaxation

time of the cell. One possible explanation for the

transformation of the AF–F transition from first to

second order is the substantial increase of the coefficient

U on lowering the temperature below Ttr that possibly

resulted in changes in the ratio J/U. However, the

reason or reasons for such a transformation are not yet

clear. Another possible reason could be certain con-

formational changes in the chains as well as in the

siloxane unit connecting the two mesogenic groups,

which might take place at temperatures below Ttr. The

length of the chain bridging the mesogens into dimeric

structure seems to play a very important role in the

width of the pre-transitional region, the magnitude of

happ, and in the appearance of a AF–F second order

transition.

The pretransitional behaviour of the di(4PPBm)3Si

compounds, where m54, 5, 6 and 11, was characterized

by changes of both Dn and a large-induced tilt happ of

the sample optic axis, whereas di(4PPB3)3Si exhibited

changes of Dn only. The AFLC dimers exhibiting a

large molecular tilt close to 45u and field-induced AF–F

transition of second order have grey scale capability and

a potential for displaying high contrast images, making

these materials very attractive for application in dis-

plays and other liquid crystal devices.
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